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dence for the laryngeal theory, e.g. ac. sg. -dv, lith. -a < *-eAm 
alternating in sentence sandhi with *-eAm. 

Despite these criticisms (others might be added: it is not always 
clear why Rix assigns a word to a particular ablaut class, e.g. av4Q is 
taken as hysterodynamic (125): is -rQ a suffix?), what is really impor- 
tant is that Rix sets up coherent hypotheses which may be evaluated 
and improved upon. This is much more productive than mere lists of 
differing analogical outcomes. 

It should be clear by now that Rix encourages the reader to 
reexamine his own opinions on numerous problems of Greek gram- 
mar, and provides new solutions to many of them. 

GEORGE DUNKEL 

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 

PHILIP TYLER. The Persian Wars of the 3rd Century A.D. and Roman 

Monetary Policy, A.D. 253-68. Wiesbaden, Franz Steiner Verlag, 
1975. Pp. 88. DM 24. (Historia-Einzelschriften, Heft 23) 

From the standpoint of pure economic history, numismatic evi- 
dence has probably more to tell about the 3rd century after Christ than 

any other period in antiquity. At no other time was coinage so unsta- 
ble and so eloquent a reflection of the financial decline of a ruling 
power. Beginning with the introduction of the debased antoninianus 
early in the century, we can chart its progressive further debasement, 
almost on a yearly basis, till by mid-century its "silver" alloy had 
come close to containing no silver at all. To understand the policies 
that governed this debasement is to understand much about the con- 

temporary state of the Empire itself. 
Huge hoards, containing thousands of these antoniniani, provide 

the material by which it is theoretically possible to reconstruct the 

imperial directives that year by year and mint by mint determined the 
relative quantity of coinage to be struck and its ever fluctuating stan- 
dard of weight and quality of alloy. The study of this material is as 

complex and tedious as the coinage itself, entailing the metallurgical 
analysis and statistical comparison of vast numbers of antoniniani of 
different types, dates, places of mintage, and area of circulation. The 
reviewer can only admire the diligence and intellectual curiosity of 
such scholars as Philip Tyler who have risen to this demanding chal- 

lenge. 
To be sure, Tyler's monograph marks only a beginning. He has 

restricted his analyses to the time of Gallienus and then only to the 
contents of two hoards, one from the Western Empire, the other of 
antoniniani that circulated in the East. Even within these limitations a 
number of his deductions are tentative and require further investiga- 
tion along the lines he has defined. However his chief conclusion 
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(which had been provisionally anticipated by P. Le Gentilhomme) 
may now be regarded as historical fact. It is that during the middle 
part of the century the coinage issued for the Eastern portion of the 
Empire had a consistently higher silver content than that minted for 
use in the West. The East was so favored, Tyler explains, because the 
imperial money had to compete with the local coinage of the Eastern 
cities and because the wealthier, urbanized Eastern provinces were 
probably recognized as being of greater actual importance for imperial 
revenues and military manpower. They were also the most exposed to 
the Persian threat on the Empire's eastern flank. 

Despite its title, the monograph is entirely a numismatic treatise of 
the most technical sort: a 26-page essay to which are appended 87 
pages of plates, lists, and tables that record the raw data of the 400 
antoniniani Tyler has had meticulously analyzed. The Persian Wars 
come in for mention on only five pages, and the historical background 
in general is assumed, not discussed. The author pays a good deal 
more attention to numismatic methodology and techniques of metal- 
lurgical analysis. But this is not to say that 3rd-century historians will 
not find much here of interest. The antoninianus is one of the most 
difficult coinages of the ancient world. Thanks to Tyler, his predeces- 
sors, and co-workers, the antoniniani are gradually yielding their very 
exact historical secrets. 

JOHN H. KROLL 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN 

E. LAMBERZ, ed. Porphyrius: Sententiae ad intelligibilia ducentes. 

Leipzig, Teubner, 1975. Pp. lxxviii + 89. (Bibliotheca scriptorum 
Graecorum et Romanorum Teubneriana) 

Porphyry's little treatise 'ApoQ/ati :rQo; Tr vorrdi, or, as one might 
render it, 'launching-points for the intelligible world', is a curious and 
rather unsatisfactory work, though full of interest for the insights it 
gives into Porphyry's perception of the meaning of Plotinus' doctrine, 
and into the first steps in the process of the scholastic formalisation of 
that doctrine. At first sight the 'Acpoya[i (commonly Latinised as 
Sententiae) appear to be a systematic set of principles, like Proclus' 
later Elements of Theology. We begin, in a businesslike way, with the 
principle that "All body is in a place, while none of those things which 
are in themselves incorporeal is as such in a place." The next thirteen 
sententiae are of this sort, but in no strict logical order. At sent. 5 
Porphyry turns to the Soul, and indeed much of the treatise concerns 
the Soul and its relation to body (Sent. 10 comprising the famous 
principle nadva tU v v rdaatv,1 d;U' oixELto; T) exaorov ovotia, the 

Lamberz adopts here the reading of wo over that of a (ovx 6yooioc daei 
voovMev EV raoav). I am not sure that he is right. The a version seems the 
lectio difficilior. 
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